
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of projects manager.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for projects manager

Partner closely with the Purchase teams to ensure material deliveries and
implementation of lean practices with suppliers
Serve as a member of an agile team that drives user story analysis and
elaboration, designs and develops software applications, and tests and builds
automation tools
Develop testing frameworks and infrastructure
Act as a mentor for the other team members and guide them in proper
coding practice, review and approve code before it is released
Should be able to bring in best in class Automation services available in the
market and contribute to open source community with in Amex guidelines
Review the operational parameters which impact the bottomline (eg pyramid
size, utilization etc) for the Project to ensure margins are met
Raise invoices, as and when due
Submit monthly budget plans and seek approvals required in case of any
deviations
Communicate and build awareness around MSA and contractual terms
Manage the revenue forecasts created by team members to ensure
consistency and accuracy

Qualifications for projects manager

Bachelors degree in Computer Science/Engineering or 7+ years of equivalent
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Experience working at a product company, representing the customer, and
functionally validating products
Should have prior experience of Automation framework development for API
and Mobile app testing
Demonstrable coding skills in Appium/Ruby/C++/Cucumber (or any Mobile
app Automation tool) is a must
Proven record of whitebox and blackbox testing capabilities in an Enterprise
setting is a plus
Expertise in validating complex, high performing and distributed
technologies on UNIX and Windows based infrastructure


